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ana-lyt-ics: the method of logical analysis

pro-gram: an ordered list of events or procedures to be followed

se-cret: known or shared only by the initiated

Web analytics is becoming the cornerstone for making any decision on your website. Every 

day, millions of marketers, IT personnel, and e-commerce specialists are logging into their 

analytics platforms and looking at the data…for hours. They know there is something in there 

that is worth looking at, but surprisingly most users of these platforms don’t know where 

to start or how to distinguish the insightful data from the distracting kind. While there are 

countless reasons for this, the most common is that no formal analytics program or system 

has been set up inside the organization to provide a sturdy analytics foundation.

SECRETS CONTAINED INSIDE

1 . Create a Measurement Strategy and Metrics Plan

2. Track as Much Information as Possible

3. Ensure the Data You’re Seeing is Correct with Proper QA

4. Keep a Clean Analytics House. Set Up Your Admin Section Correctly.

5. Macro and Micro Conversion – Attributing True Value for Your Online Efforts

6. Report on Actionable Insights -- Not Metrics
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SECRET #1 – CREATE A MEASUREMENT STRATEGY 
AND METRICS PLAN

Just as it would be foolish to build a house without a 

blueprint, building a solid measurement program requires a 

plan and a well thought out strategy. A solid measurement 

program can be relatively easy to create -- as long as you 

ask the right questions from the beginning. Here are some 

potent questions that, if answered truthfully, will provide you 

the foundation for building a solid measurement plan for 

your business:

What are the main objective(s) of your website(s)?

• If you have an e-commerce site, your main goal is 

to sell as many items as your inventory allows at the 

highest prices possible. 

• If you have a professional services website, your main 

goal is to have people either call you or fill out a form to 

request a quote. 

• If you have a site that sells software as a service, your 

main goal is to sign people up right there on your 

website.

• If you have a site that publishes original content, you’ll 

want people to read and share as much content as 

possible, return regularly and often, and be inspired to 

click on your advertisers’ ads.

What types of different clients do you currently have, 

and what kinds do you want?

• Are your customers one-and-done deal-finders, or are 

they loyal, regular, repeat customers?

• What positions or levels of responsibility do your clients 

hold in their companies? C-Level? Manager level? 

• What gender do your clients tend to be? (This is 

relevant if you sell apparel or other gender-centric 

items.)

What user actions or behaviors on your website can 
be measured as indicators of success in terms of your 
website and business goals?

• E-commerce conversion rates

• Resource downloads

• Contact form completions

• Phone calls generated by website traffic

• Free trial signups

• Paid subscriptions

What marketing channels are most effectively bringing 

people to your website?

• Email

• Social media

• Organic keyword search

• Paid search (pay per click)

• Affiliates

• Referral sites

SECRET #2 – TRACK AS MUCH INFORMATION AS 
POSSIBLE

All analytics platforms allow you to place special tracking 

code that will register certain site interactions -- for instance, 

specific button clicks or video plays. However, most people 

don’t realize that a separate piece of code must be written 

for each individual action and placed throughout the site. 

These tags are essential for collecting actionable insights 

for successful web analytics implementation.

Here are some examples of what you can track using 

custom events:

• Video plays

• Marquee slide show clicks

• Off-site clicks, including social sites and banner ads

• PDF file downloads

• Lightbox/Modal opens and usage

• Tab usage (for example, product display pages with 

features and sizing tabs)

• Product search filtering boxes
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Along with custom events, analytics platforms all have a 

form of custom variables that can be placed throughout 

the site. They can provide you with some of the biggest 

insights in terms of audience segmentation. Have you ever 

wondered how you could calculate true Customer Lifetime 

Value (CLV) throughout your website? Custom variables 

allow you to track key metrics that make this calculation 

possible. 

Custom Variable Example: Place a visitor-level custom 

variable with the label “customer” on your main conversion 

confirmation page. Once placed, all visitors landing on this 

page will be labeled as customers, now you can segment, 

isolate and analyze their behavior. 

Another element often overlooked in analytics programs is 

not adding appropriate campaign tracking for all marketing 

channels bringing traffic to a website. With just a little time 

and planning, you can make sure that all of your traffic is 

segmented by campaign, source, medium and even link 

content. This will enable you to easily analyze and report on 

the effectiveness of your digital marketing channels.

SECRET #3 – ENSURE THE DATA YOU’RE SEEING 
IS CORRECT WITH PROPER QA

You would never launch a new website without properly 

QAing every page, so why would you trust that your 

analytics are working without the same scrutiny? You’d be 

surprised how common it is for businesses to have two 

copies of analytics tracking on the same page, which can 

create huge discrepancies in the data. If you are unaware 

that the data is bad, then you will you commit the cardinal 

sin of analytics: having great insights that are incorrect due 

to bad data. Whenever you apply any new analytics code, 

whether it’s the main tracking code, event tags or custom 

variables, remember to check and double-check that 

the data is being routed correctly through your analytics 

platform in the way you intended.
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SECRET #4 – KEEP A CLEAN ANALYTICS HOUSE. 
SET UP YOUR ADMIN SECTION CORRECTLY.

Make sure your analytics admin is always clean and 

organized. Having a plan for your users, filters and profiles 

will enable you and members of your team to quickly find 

the data that is required. You’ll also be able to trust that the 

data is accurate.

Users – Give careful consideration to who you want to give 

access to your data. In most platforms, you can typically 

assign 2 different versions of access: admin and read-only. 

Be careful about who gets admin access, as these users 

can then create their own users, make changes across the 

account, and even delete the entire account.

Filters and profiles 

Through proper use of filtering, you can create individual 

profiles based upon specific marketing channels, certain 

sections of your site and regions. Here are some examples 

of filters that can track specific traffic segments, allowing 

you to organize your data more efficiently:

• Paid search traffic

• Organic search traffic

• Mobile device traffic

• Email traffic 

• Social media traffic

• Visitors from your local/remote offices

• Blog only

• Countries and regions

• Sub-domains and sub-sites

Set up internal search tracking 

This is an analyst’s secret weapon when it comes to 

extracting amazingly helpful data from your users. Internal 

search data helps you to see the exact content users 

are looking for on your site. If you see a large amount of 

certain keywords popping up, you can conclude that you’ve 

probably made it difficult for users to find that page or 

information organically on your site.

SECRET #5 – MACRO AND MICRO CONVERSION 
– ATTRIBUTING TRUE VALUE FOR YOUR ONLINE 
EFFORTS

Most companies typically have some goals set up in their 

analytics, but more often than not, it is based on a sole KPI 

such as sales or contact form submissions. These would 

be considered your “macro conversions,” but if you are 

just measuring these, you’re only looking at about 10% of 

the picture. To really be comprehensive in your analytics 

program, you should be measuring all of the steps that took 

place before a user decided to commit to your sale or offer. 

Here are some examples of typical micro conversions:

• Email sign ups

• Account set ups

• Video plays

• Resource downloads

• Pricing page views

• Case study views or downloads

• Your special interactive tool that helps users find 

the right product for them

When these micro conversions are tracked, you can see with 

accuracy how your digital marketing efforts are paying off, 

or where they need work. You’ll then be able to make better, 

more holistic choices about marketing in terms of what 

channels are bringing true value to your business, instead 

of only considering the last 10 percent.

Now that everything is working optimally and you can put 

faith in your data, you should always be looking toward 

creating ongoing goals for your site. Look back to your 

measurement strategy for all of the key metrics and KPI’s. 

This is your master list for goals that will need to be created.
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6D GLOBAL 

6D Global is a premier digital experience solutions provider. Our services and products allow our customers to create 

remarkable digital experiences across marketing channels and devices, optimize and measure it, and achieve greater 

performance, return, and success. We help our customers stay relevant in the digital world and offer services in web 

experience, mobile, analytics, creative, and marketing management.

Create your conversion funnels

Another element of setting up goals, especially in Google 

Analytics, is that you can now create funnels around these 

interactions and measure abandonment rates. Using this 

data, you can easily identify holes in any of your conversion 

processes. You’ll have a great starting point for testing and 

optimization.

SECRET #6 – REPORT ON ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS 
-- NOT METRICS

Now that your data is clean and your goals are established, 

it’s time to start using your program. The end result of any 

effective analytics program should be a report that is easy 

to read and that clearly shows the trends over time for all 

identified Key Performance metrics. This includes human 

analysis and insights about what is occurring, as well as 

specific recommendations for actions that will help keep 

the numbers moving ever upward and to the right.

Who’s reading the reports?

When you are creating your reports, always remember your 

audience. Who will be reading the reports, and how will 

they be using the information? It probably makes sense 

to create separate reports for your stakeholders and your 

co-workers based upon their position in the company. For 

example, your CEO probably doesn’t need to know what 

specific keywords drove the most traffic this month, but will 

likely be very interested in how much money was brought in 

through Google organic searches. Likewise, your sales team 

probably doesn’t care about how well the email creative 

performed, but is very interested in how many resource 

downloads and pricing page visits occurred following their 

last trade show.

How do you get people to read and use these reports?

Now that you’re clear about what types of metrics you want 

to report and who should see what, you’ll have to decide 

how you want to deliver the data. Every analytics platform 

provides some level of custom reporting flexibility so you 

can make it work for the audience. Do you want them to 

view the raw data themselves every week, or do you want to 

create custom reports using Word or Excel?

Actionable Insights. Not Data Overload.

Keep in mind that reports without actionable insights 

are essentially worthless. The goal of an analytics 

measurement program is to glean accurate data that helps 

you make better, more informed decisions about your 

business, and ultimately helps you to be more successful.

Making Digital More Human™
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